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ADEQUACY OF CORRECTIONS

In this section, we will consider whether the correc-
tions made by these organizations have adequately
dealt with these inadequacies.

In the case of 'limited English', there aretwo difficul-
ties with responding to this question already mentioned
above:

1.	 The lack of information about what is meant by
'limited English' and the number of students for
whom this might be true.

2.	 The lack of agreement among scholars and
educators astotheappropriatekinds of solutions
to be used with children of limited English. The
word kinds is italicized because it is clear that the

problem of learning school material not only re-
lates to language knowledge but also to an in-
dividual student's ability to take advantage of
school as well as to the teacher's attitudes to-
ward and training for dealing with children of lim-
ited English.

A recent evaluation by AIR (Danoff, 1978) on the

Impact of Title VII bilingual education programs
suggests that such treatment has not improved knowl-

edge of English nor of math. In fact, AIR reports that

gains in English reading and mathematics computation
were not significantly different from what would have

been expected without participation in a bilingual pro-
gram. Although many have questioned the instruments
and procedures used in this study as well as the state-
of-the-art at the time of the survey, thefact is that it has
not been possible to demonstrate that use of bilin-

gual programs will correct problems of limited English or
further, the assumed poor school performance of chil-
dren with such linguistic handicaps. Given thecomplex-
ity of population which exists in the United States, no

single solution should be expected to serve all needs.

On the question of need for foreign language spe-
cialists and knowledge for international and national
needs, it is hard to know whether the correction has met
the need until the need is more clearly specified.7 The

question is: How many persons with what kind of lan-

guage skills are needed in which spheres of endeavor.

Until this is better known, it is impossible to really evalu-
ate the effects of NDEA. It would naturally be possible to

specify how many persons have learned which lan-

guages at what levels of competency; but this would be

a measure of the output of NDEA and not directly an-
swer the question of whether the need had been satis-

factorily met.

OTHER INADEQUACIES

In addition to the linguistic inadequacies currently
receiving public attention, it is important to note that

(Continued on page 3)
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Colonialism and Language Policy in Viet Nam by
John DeFrancis (The Hague: Mouton, 1977. 293 pages,
DM 45)

Language policy and planning as a means to domi-

nate a people and conversely as aweapon in thestrug-

gle for ethnic, national, or class liberation is the subject
of John DeFrancis' latest book. His choice of Viet Nam

for a case study is good because of the Chinese and

French colonial heritage there. Wherever these power-
ful nations extended their political control the language
issue emerged in important ways. The reason is that

they very consciously used culture to influence and
dominate; as a result, they unwittingly put language at

the top of the freedom agenda. The book thus joins a

steadily growing body of literature about the cultural

factors in colonialism and liberation. Thegroup includes
the closely related Linguistique et colonialisme by
Louis-Jean Calvet (Paris: Payot, 1974), for example.

Another reason to appreciate the choice of Viet Nam
is that themain issue-to write an Asian language with

Chinese-typecharacters or with the Roman alphabet-

is a question that John DeFrancis has long studied. In
fact, this sociolinguist has been writing about similar
issues in Japanese and Chinese for over thirty years.
Such prior experience plus the translations he obtained
and the wealth of material in French sources make up
handily for his admitted inability to read Vietnamese
well. His scholarly meticulous approach to the subject,
particularly in the first two parts of the book, provides a
wealth of information which should enable others to

pursue any one of the numerous topics raised.

one thousand years of rule, but that subject would re-

quire another book. After independence in 939 Chinese

culture continued to dominate official life, but writers

slowly began to put spoken Vietnamese into the only
written system they knew, namely, Chinese characters.

This new written variety, called Nom, naturally borrowed

many words from Chinese and was understood best by
the upperstratawhich alreadyknew Chinese. However,

in the mid 17th century newly arrived Roman Catholic

missionaries like Alexandre de Rhodes experimented
with romanized Vietnamese in order to gain converts,

but bureaucrats and writers ignored and disdained the

new forms.

The first signs of change occurred after the begin-

nings of French conquest in 1858. BecausetheChinese

using mandarins refused to collaborate with the invad-

ers and the Nom using intellectuals fled north, French

culture metwith less resistance in the south than might
have been expected. BecausetheFrench assumedthat

the use of Chinese and Chinese characters meant that

China exercised great influence over Viet Nam, they
believed the romanized variety of spoken Vietnamese
would combat their putative rival. Despite considerable
French disdain for an allegedly "inferior" tongue, they
ordered the publication of a Vietnamese-French dictio-

nary in 1861; four years later they ended the Chinese
examinationsystem and began to publish agovernment
newspaper in romanized Vietnamese. By contrast, in
Africa where they felt much less competition culturally,
they tolerated no indigenous tongue in education or

government except in Morocco and Tunisia.

Theauthor divides his book intothree majorsections
which follow the drama of Vietnamese history: pro-
French (111 BC to 1861), French (1861 to 1945), and

post French (1945 to the present). One might question
his defining Viet Nam's history in terms of France, but it
is true that French interests were most important in

shaping the language issue at first. In any case, the
main actors during these periods were four varieties of

language: Chinese, Vietnamese written with Chinese
characters or Nom, French, and Vietnamese written
with the Roman alphabet or Quoc Ngu. Each had its
moment of supremacy, but in the end Quoc Ngu, intro-
duced by the French to ensure control and then seized

by nationalists to battle the foreigner, triumphed over the
others. The creation of this variety, its development for

purposes of colonialism, and its promotion by Ho Chi
Minh and others for purposes of liberation arethe focus
of the book. For a clear overview of the whole process
the reader should begin the volume with pages 226 to
232 before turning to part one.

In part one DeFrancis dealsa little too briefly with the

imposition of Chinese language and characters during
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I

Although colonial authorities encouraged this lan-
guage, it was the Vietnamese civil servants in the new
administration who, in DeFrancis' view, developed the
new variety. For example, Truong Vinh Ky, who was
named to head the French College des lnterprètes,
referred to romanized Vietnamese as Quoc Ngu, mean-
ing national language, and he wrote over one hundred
volumes in it. By the 1890s and after the conquest ofthe
northern part of the country the French trained teachers
to transliterate Vietnamese from the characters into
roman script thereby adding to an already impressive
quantity of literature in the new variety. By the early
1900s the colonial authority required literacy in Quoc
Ngu for civil service examinations. DeFrancis insists
that the reader not forget that the French goal was a type
of bilingualism as a transition to French language su-
premacy.

The year 1905 marked a turning point. The
Japanese victory over the Russians thrilled all Asians
and unleashed new desires for modernization and iden-
tity. A new generation of Vietnamese intellectuals re-
jected weak Chinese and alien French culture but still
saw no way to preserve the identity of Vietnam and
modernize it, too. A writer named Phan Boi Chau went to
Japan to study that country's development and during
his stay decided to write nationalist material in Quoc
Ngu. A new association of Quoc Ngu with a resurgent
Vietnamese nation was, therefore, the result of Viet-
namese initiative. In 1907 the Tonkin Free School, a
private establishment, took up the idea; writers and
teachers there concentrated on bringing Quoc Ngu
closer to spoken Vietnamese. The French unwittingly
continued to do their part by discouraging the use of
characters, which spelled the doom of Nom. They en-
couraged the use of Quoc Ngu in the government-
supported journal, Nam Phong, which, published be-
tween 1918 and 1924, added many lexical items and
stylistic variety to the language. The national language
became the medium of instruction in the firstthree years
of primary school. Nationalist leaders like Ho Chi Minh
accepted it and made it part of the struggle for indepen-
dence.

De Francis endeavors to cover independence and
unification in part three, the shortest section ofthe book.
He depends on David G. Marr's Vietnamese An-
ticolonialism (Berkeley, 1971) for the political aspects of
the struggle, but he moves a bit too quickly. The
Japanese invaders' attitudes toward Quoc Ngu are not
spelled out. North Vietnam's attention to language plan-
ning is examined briefly for the period after partition in
1954: Ho Chi Minh's government extended Quoc Ngu to
all domains and engaged in considerable corpus plan-
ning, for example. Unification of the country after the
expulsion of the Americans has led to furtherstan-dardizationalthough DeFrancis said little about earlier
problems concerning norms.

several inadequacies, which may be critical, have not
been noticed or have scarcely received attention. We
will only list these here:

*
Very little, if any, attention has been given to the
need for a bridge between speakers of technical
language and the common standard. This is a
question which is receiving considerable attention
in Europe. Dahlstedt, 1976, identified this as a
problem in Sweden, pointing out that participation
in democracy required an informed public. That is,
information must be made available in under-
standable language for those for whom it is rele-
vant. Recent discussions in Germany have con-
sidered the need for democratization in language
use and the spread of information (Michael Clyne,
personal communication). Das Gupta and Gum-
perz, 1968, noted that the U.S. does bridge this
communication gap in a limited and ad hoc fash-
ion, namely through the simplification of informa-
tion as it passes from a professional journal, to
more and more popular journals reaching its ut-

(Continued on next page)

In his conclusion the author returns to the subject of
politics and language and summarizes some contempo-
rary problems for planners such as tone marks and
phonetic script. Aside from a slap at transitional bilingual
education programs in America which he gratuitiously
equates with French colonial policy, the final remarks
are to the point.

On the whole, the book clearly shows the interests
behind policy choices in colonial and nationalist Viet-
nam, the beginnings of planning, and the role of indi-
vidual writers. The latter played the key role, and thus
they should be considered language stategists." De-
Francis clearly shows how they turned a French inno-
vation around to serve Vietnamese interests. The final
anti-colonial victories have been achieved almost
everywhere when nationalists claimed colonial admin-
istration, European technology, and cultural innovations
as their own. This book, like many others edited by
Joshua A. Fishman, should be of interest to anyone
studying the important nationalist movements of this
century.

Brian Weinstein
Howard University
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most simplification in the Reader's Digest. There
is, however, no well-organized system for spread-
ing technical information. Further, many technoc-
rats deliberately obscure their language either for
status reasons or to limit access to information.

Although considerable standardization of
nomenclature is carried out in the U.S., very little

regular attention, if any, is given to the need for
concept clarification; certainly, not in the rigorous
fashion it is in Europe. Given the extent of technol-
ogy and commerce in the U.S., it would appear
necessary for more attention be given this prob-
lem.

Although the nature of communication between
professionals and clients has been isolated as an
inadequacy, it has barely been attended to in the
public domain. At the moment, few professionals
seem to realize how the nature of their language
interferes with the effectiveness of the services
rendered. The loss to the public due to inadequate
communication would appear to be acute. The
question to be raised is: Given the function of a
domain (medicine, law, social services), does the
language of professionals in dealing with clients
have the proper shape to achieve this function?

that the importance (cost) of the problem can be
assessed and appropriate attention given to the
correction of the problem, depending on its prior-
ity ranking. If this were regularly done, problems
might be attended to before they reach the crisis
stage, more information on the scope of the prob-
lem could be made available so that successful
and less wasteful implementation could be at-
tained. Further, if problems were identified con-
tinually, research could be commissioned to

support implementation in time. Currently, at the
same time problems are identified, instant solu-
tions are expected to be found - this is true of
both the bilingual education problem as well as
the current efforts to 'simplify' laws and regula-
tions (Charrow, V., 1978).

In order to improve our approach to language
correction, we need to have more information on
the scope of the problem. Hence, in addition to
identification of the problem, we need to assess
the depth of need. We should have known in
advance how many students had limited English
skills or what kind of foreign language skills were
needed before going into programmatic devel-
opment.

A well-motivated need for specialized kinds of for-
eign language training has not yet been ade-
quately identified. Although English for Special
Purposes is a growing field, little attention has as
yet been given to the need for say, Spanish for
Technocrats, or the acquisition of communicative
competence in French. In order to find the proper
motivation for foreign language training, an ade-
quate survey of language needs in the several
sectors of society should be carried out.

SUGGESTED CHANGES FOR THE U.S.
TREATMENT PATTERN

Finally, we would like to suggest how the present
U.S. treatment pattern can be improved:

1.	 Some regular way of identifying linguistic in-
adequacies of national scope should be found so

3.	 Attention needs to be given as to whether linguis-
tic inadequacies are in fact properly motivated by
socio-economic considerations. For example,
Heath, 1977, questions whether the current em-
phasis on literacy and other basic skills is in fact
motivated by language as a tool or as a symbol.
Others have questioned whether the perfor-
mance level of poor students is in fact due to
language limitations or other social factors
(Paulston, 1974). Still others (Epstein, 1977)
wonder whether bilingual education has much to
do with linguistic inadequacies at all or rather
more to do with 'affirmative ethnicity.' As
Thompson, 1977, pointed out, with more rational
attention to linguistic inadequacies, "there would
be an enhanced national capacityto better match
our supply with our demand." Perhaps we need
to rationalize the demand before rushing in with a
supply!

4.	 Alternative solutions need to be considered in
order to have a less arbitrary and less ad hoc
approach to inadequacies. Epstein, 1977,
suggests that in order to correct the problem of
limited English, we should support planned varia-
tion research to see which methods work.
Thompson, 1977, suggests more research into
alternative approaches to foreign language
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teaching (Rubin, 1975, suggests research into
foreign language learning as well).

5.	 Solutions should be better coordinated. As indi-
cated earlier in this article, the U.S. approach to
linguistic inadequacies is highly complex, but it
is not well-coordinated. Very often different
branches ofthe federal government, or state ver-
sus national solutions are in conflict or represent
duplication of effort. Many examples could be
brought forth, perhaps the most current being in
the area of bilingual education where federal
regulations often conflict with state regulations.
Further, different branches of the government
duplicate work, or work on different parts of a
problem. Some coordination between our needs
for translation and our needs forforeign language
skills ought to be instituted (Cf. recent paper by
Pool, 1978, discussing models for decision mak-
ing on this kind of problem). Like all countries we
have scarce resources and proper utilization of
these requires coordination of efforts. Another
problem is that of coordination of solutions to
different problems. As Zirkel, 1977, points out:
"Desegregation has typically meant the scatter-
ing of black students to provide instruction in
'racially black' settings. Bilingual education, on

'	
	the other hand, has usually meant the clustering

of Spanish-speaking students in order that they
receive instruction through their native lan-
guage" (p. 181). We agree with Thompson,
1977, who suggests we need to identify "a
framework within which planning agencies, or-
ganizations and individuals may cooperatively
develop a comprehensive and clearly enunciated
language planning effort."

6.	 Language planning evaluation should be more
closely related to goals. If this were done on a
regular basis and in a careful manner, programs
should and could be adjusted to better meet the
goals of a program.

In summary, the U.S. approach to its linguistic in-
adequacies falls far short of any planning model. It could
be greatly improved by clearer statements of problems,
by ensuring that these have well-motivated social or
economic bases, by attending to problems on a regular
basis and in a coordinated fashion, and by setting up
priorities for attention to linguistic inadequacies related
to national priorities. It is time the U.S. gave more or-
ganized attention to its communication problems; the
cost of not doing so is far greater. Solutions to these
problems could be greatly enhanced by using a more
regular, rational, consistent, coordinated and well-moti-
vated appraoch.

NOTE

7.	 In somespheres it is impossible todetermine need due to the need for
secrecy, however, most of the public sector can be assessed. The
Office of Manpower of the Office of Education commissioned astudy
to begin to assess foreign language needs in work (Olympus Re-
search, 1976). Similar studies should be doneon a regular basisso as
to predict what our future needs are.
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CONFERENCE: L'Etat et la planification
linguistique (The State and Language Planning)

An international conference on L'Etat et la planifica-
tion linguistique was held in Montreal, October 22-25,
1978. The conference, organized by André Martin of the
Direction de la recherche et de l'évaluation, was spon-
sored by L'Office de la langue francaise. The program
was as follows:

.	 Welcome by Camille Laurin

"	 L'Etat, la planification linguistique et le develop-
pement national (The state, language planning
and national development) - Leon Dion

"	 Evaluation de role joué par l'Etat en matière de
planification linguistique (Evaluation of the role
played by the state in language planning) -Guy
Bouthillier

"	 Constraintes juridico-politiques inhérentes a I'm-
tervention étatique (Politico-legal constraints in-
herent in state intervention) - Alain Prujiner

"	 L'identification du problème linguistique: don-
nées sociolinguistiques et commissions den-
quête (The identification of the linguistic problem:
sociolinguistic facts and investigatory commis-
sions) - John Meisel

"	 Le comportement spatial des groupes linguis-
tiques et les solutions personnelles et ter-
ritoriales de I'Etat bilingue (Spatial behavior of
linguistic groups and personal and territorial solu-
tions of the bilingual state) - Jean Laponce

"	 Bilan des procédés d'implantation en matière de
planification linguistique (State of the Art of Lan-
guage Planning Implementation) - Joan Rubin

"	 Mise en oeuvre des ressources disponsibles en
vue de la creation et de I'implantation d'une ter-
minologie (Development of Resources for Ter-
minology Creation and Implementation) - Yaffa
Alloni-Fainberg

"	 Portée et limites du role de l'Etat en matière de
planification linguistique (Scope and limits of the
role of the state in language planning) - Selim
Abou

The papers will be published by L'Office this spring after
editing by André Martin.
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SYMPOSIUM: Place-Name Preservation and
Place-Name Planning

REPORT OF THE COUNCIL FOR THE WELSH
LANGUAGE

On September 23-25, 1977, the Nordiska samar-
betskommittén fOr namnforskning (NORNA,TheNordic

Co-operation Committee for Name Studies) held its fifth

symposium, entitled "Place-Name Preservation and
Place-Name Planning" in Helsinki. The participants
were not only philologists and toponymists, but also

cartographers, surveyors, persons dealing with city-
planning and representatives of bodies for language
planning and preservation. In addition to some 15 pa-
pers, the symposium adopted a statement, addressed
to governmental and local authorities dealing with the

naming of places. The statement emphasizes that the

place-names are part of our geographical and cultural
environment, and that place-name preservation there-
fore is of great interest to the community. It also pointed
out the fact that in all Nordic countries there are insti-
tutes engaged in collecting, treating and publishing of

place-name material. NORNA hopes to publish the pa-
pers and summaries of discussions in its series NORNA

rapporter.

(Adapted from an article by Allan Rostvik in Onoma, vol

XXI, (1977), 3).

COURSE: Terminology

The Tekniska Nomenklaturcentralen, Stockholm,

Sweden offered a course on: Terminology -a means

for effective communication, during three days in

November, 1978 (27 hours). The aims of the course

were for the participants to learn to:

-find and use existing terminological products
- userules ofchoice of terminology andcreation of

terminology
- analyze and structure concepts (begrepp)
- formulate definitions for concepts (begrepp)
-

participate in treating terminological problems

Selected topics dealt with were: 1) role of terminology in

society and language use, 2) theory of terminology in

relation to linguistics, logic, information science and
documentation, 3) the linguistic sign - concept and

P	 term from a linguistic point of view, 4) practical ter-

minological work, 5) use of terminology and 6) institu-

tions and organizations.

(submitted by Björn H. Jernudd)

The Council for the Welsh Language submitted a
reportA Future forthe Welsh Language to the Secretary
of State in 1978.This report wasprepared atthe request
of the Secretary of State who asked the Council to

prepare a report containing its recommendations for a

comprehensive policy for the Welsh Language. The
main recommendation of the report is that Walesshould
become an effectively bilingual country. The council
recommendation was that in the first stagea permanent
body, with an annual budget, should be set up to pro-
mote and care for the language and to put forth a pro-
gram of publicity and education about bilingualism. In
the second stage money should be allocated for bilin-

gual education, for maintaining a fourth television chan-
nel showing mainly Welsh language programs andfora
successor bodyto the Council. Otherrecommendations

urge astronger government policy in providing bilingual
forms and documents and other visible signs of support
for Welsh; increased provision for publishing Welsh

reading material and special consideration to language
in all planning matters. For copies of the report, write:

The Council for the Welsh Language
Welsh Office

Cathays Park
Cardiff CFI 3NQ
U. K.

CONFERENCE: General and Jewish Lexicography

The Universities of Delaware and Haifa are organiz-

ing a conference on general and Jewish lexicography,
which will take place in Newark, Delaware on July 16, 1.7

and 18, 1979. The scope of the conference will be all

aspects of lexicography, with a special section on dic-

tionaries of Jewish languages and entries of Jewish

interest in dictionaries of non-Jewish languages. For

more information, contact:

Roger J. Steiner

Dept. of Languages & Literature

University of Delaware
Newark, Delaware 19711

or

David L. Gold
Yiddish Studies Program
University of Haifa
Haifa, 31999 Israel
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Differences in Earnings by Language Groups in

Quebec, 1970. A Study of the Determinants of the

Labour Earnings of Males in Quebec in 1970 -

Francois Vaillancourt, Queen's University, Kingston,
Ontario, Canada, June, 1978.

In this thesis the literature on the economics of lan-

guage is reviewed and it is shown that no theoretical
framework has been put forward that adequately repre-
sentsthe role of language in economic activity. In Chap-
ter II such aframework is developed with the behavior of

consumers analysed in terms of a Z-commodity
framework and that of firms analyzed in terms of cost

functions. The framework is then used to write down an

earnings equation wherethe fact that language is both a

part of the human capital of an individual and a de-
terminant of ethnicity is taken into account. The net

earnings differences of individuals in various age, edu-
cation, industry and occupation subgroups are calcu-

lated and compared.

Facilitating and Constraining Factors in the

Implementation of Language Planning Policies
from the Perspectives of the Implementors and
Clients: The Case of the Arabic Bilingual Programs
in the U.S.-ZakariaAhmad Abuhamdia, University of

Pittsburgh, 1978.

The dissertation has the objective of investigating
the factors that affect the U.S. bilingual education policy
during the implementation stage from the viewpoints of
the implementation key-actors and clients. The re-
search design included an examination of related lit-
erature on implementation and an examination of the
evaluation and research studies and legislation on bilin-

gual education in the U.S. Four sets of questionnaires
were developed to elicitthe viewsand perceptions ofthe

key-actors and clients as to the facilitators and con-
straints in implementing the program. The implementa-
tion process at the program sites was also observed

during thetime the writer was doing the fieldwork for the

study.

The Selection and Codification of a Language
Variety which is More Widely Understood and
Publicly Usable in Guyana-H. Devonish, University
of York, Heslington, York, England.

From Language Teaching & Linguistics: Abstracts

(LTLA) 1978:(41)2153 we learn that H. Devonish will
write adissertation which attempts to select and codify a
language variety which can bridge the communication

gap which seems to exist betweenthe decision-makers
who function in English and the mass of the population
who function in Creole. It will attempt to make prescrip-
tive recommendationson the kind of code most suitably
approximating to the linguistic competence of a wide
cross-section of the Guyanese population.

Foreign Language Needs in the Netherlands -J. F.

M. Claessen, principal investigator, lnstituut voor

Toegepaste Sociologie, Katholieke Universiteit

Nijmegan, Verlengde Groenestraat 55, Nijmegen,
Netherlands.

From LTLA 1978:(492)0006, and from presenta-
tions at the AILA Congress in Montreal in August, we

learn of this extensive needs assessment into foreign

language needs in industry, commerce, public services
and higher education. A number of papers have been

produced in Dutch.

Usage and Knowledge of Terminology among
Montreal francophones - Monica Heller, Dept. of

Linguistics, University of California, Berkeley.

This is a pilot study, done underthe sponsorship of
Direction de la Recherche et de L'Evaluation of L'Office
de la Langue Francaise of the Quebec government, to

investigate the usage and knowledge of terminology
among Montreal francophones. The study has chosen
to look at thedomain of car parts, for several reasons: 1)
a large segment of the population has at least some

acquaintance with this domain, 2) it encompasses not

only technical but also symbolic aspects of language
use, 3) there is a high degree of variation in usage. The

study will look at the kind of variation there is of such

knowledge and usage, and its correlation with various
social factors (sex, age, level of education, profession,
place of birth and residence, languages spoken and in
what situations, whether or not the subjects are car-
owners and/or users, wherethey learned thetermsthey
use, whothey think uses thetermsthey know but do not
use, etc. In addition, the study will look at the nature of
the communication networks, linguistic characteristics
of terms, and social, demographic and political factors
which influence the creation and spread of terminology.
In addition to Heller, the study will involve sociolinguists,
graphic artists and terminologists at L'Office.

THE EAST-WEST CENTER is a national educational insti-
tution established in Hawaii bythe U.S. Congress in 1960 to
promote better relations and understanding between the
United States and the nations of Asia and the Pacific
through cooperative study, training, and research. Each
year more than 1,500 men and women from many nations
and cultures work together in problem-oriented institutes or
on open" grants as they seek solutions to problems of
mutual consequence to East and West. For each Center
participant from the United States, two participants are

sought from the Asian and Pacific area. The U.S. Congress
provides basic funding for programs and a variety of
awards, and the Center is administered by a public, non-
profit corporation with an international Board of Governors.

1777 East-West Road, Honolulu, Hawaii 96848
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